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Preceding editors of this volume have remarked repeatedly upon the growing diversity in philosophical traditions, methods, and topics in educational philosophy. This edition continues the trends previously noted. Many of the essays represent approaches long-established in educational philosophy. Some of the essays develop arguments concerning critical thinking and the critical citizen. Other essays use the tools of analytic philosophy to discuss the acts of teaching and the curriculum. Other essays extend our understanding of the ethics of care. Several pieces discuss forms of pragmatism, including views on John Dewey’s epistemology, ethics, and pedagogy, as well as the contemporary pragmatism of Richard Rorty. A couple essays debate educational ethics arising out of existentialist philosophy. Some essays employ the thought of ancient philosophy in an effort to reach educational prescriptions. A few essays discuss aesthetic education. Still other pieces reflect the long-standing styles of philosophy as political commentary or social critique. But, much of the work in this volume represents a significant alteration of previous philosophical work. Poststructural and postmodern theory, gay and lesbian philosophy, anti-racist theory, and ecological thought are represented — leading to the redefinition of the discussion, the styles of writing and thinking, and the possibilities of subsequent discourse.

The “fragmentation” of the field of educational philosophy has been accompanied by a degree of apprehension, since the multiplicity of perspectives places fundamental issues in question: the mission of the field, the standards by which work should be judged, the possible recommendations that educational philosophers might pass on to educators. One ideal offered recurrently in educational philosophy is one of consensus. Harry Broudy, for instance, argued that educators should strive to reach agreement upon fundamental ideals, philosophical methods, curricular contents, and principles of teaching so we might speak with one voice and successfully reshape public school practice. But consensus building is not the operative force in educational philosophy at present.

Quandries concerning the identity of educational philosophy are compounded by contemporary criticisms of philosophy itself. In the United States, Richard Rorty has presented a powerful critique of any vision of philosophy — and philosophy of education — as a universal discourse. He has argued that universalistic languages will always be too blunt to capture the specific truths of particular situations. In France, Jean-Francois Lyotard and Michel Foucault have also argued for perspectives which elevate context-specific theorizing over any general philosophical system. These criticisms of the philosophical endeavor place educational philosophy in question and have, in turn, fueled criticisms suggesting that the most philosophical of educational philosophy is too far removed from practice to offer educators meaningful guidance in the pressing tasks of schooling.
Amidst these charges of fragmentation, philosophical crisis, and irrelevance, I find significant grounds for hope in the essays of this volume. While fragmentation of the field is itself undeniable, the diversity of approaches — as Wendy Kohli has suggested — allows previously marginalized philosophical perspectives to gain a voice within the discipline. And to my mind, the distinctive task of philosophy is served more powerfully by a multitude of perspectives than by a small number. If philosophy is a speculative process of exploration — where our most basic assumptions concerning the nature of reality, truth, value, and justice are questioned and alternative conceptions proposed — then we are likely to benefit most completely from the rich and complex interchanges attending a field with extensive disagreement.

A diversity of perspectives multiplies our opportunities to question and reconceive our basic assumptions. Moreover, broad-ranging debates promise to strengthen the work done within any particular tradition. Debates within a philosophical tradition allow us to develop our standards of rigorous argumentation, but debates between traditions force us to confront the problematic character of our most basic assumptions — allowing each philosophical tradition to gain a reflexive understanding of itself in comparison with other traditions. And since those foundational assumptions often embody our most critical mistakes, a field of educational philosophy characterized by cross-paradigm discussion promises especially fruitful insights.

**RESPONSES TO THE DILEMMAS OF THE FIELD**

And indeed, a field of diverse educational philosophies offers a range of responses to the pending crisis in educational philosophy. Many of the essays in this volume address the crisis in educational philosophy, although they do so in a variety of contradictory ways. One response to the charges that philosophy as a universal discourse is dead and that educational philosophy written in this tradition will be irrelevant to practice comes in the form of the robust health of philosophy devoted to critical thinking. Working straight-forwardly within the enlightenment tradition, philosophers of critical thinking have produced results which confound any assessment suggesting that universalistic philosophies are dead: contrary to the critiques of universalizing thought, the universal descriptions of critical thinking continue to be viewed as enabling within a broad range of specific schooling circumstances. Contrary to the criticism that the most philosophical of educational philosophy will be irrelevant to schooling, critical thinkers have — simultaneously — established solid links to the parent discipline of philosophy and seen their work institutionalized in curricula across the country and world. In this volume, the critical thinking tradition is represented in several essays. Hanan Alexander and Harvey Siegel debate the appropriate role of a theory of the good in critical thinking. And Benjamin Endres argues that Habermas’s work might be used to buttress the thought of critical thinkers. Tapio Puolimatka argues that the conception of a critical citizen is logically implied by the conception of democracy. A second response to the widespread criticisms of universalizing philosophical perspectives comes in the form of work that takes the critiques of Rorty, Lyotard, and
Foucault quite seriously and develops styles of argumentation in keeping with the context-specific orientation that can be gleaned from their works. In “Of Fractious Traditions and Family Resemblances in Philosophy of Education,” Pradeep Dhillon attempts to pave the way for widespread discussion of Lyotard by showing that his methodological assumptions find common ground with some of the most traditional analytic philosophy. Other essays do not endeavor to establish the epistemological legitimacy of post-structural perspectives, but employ those works towards valuable educational goals. Denise Egéa-Kuehne draws from Derrida to argue that teachers cannot assume a stance of neutrality vis-a-vis right-wing efforts to censor the curriculum, that teachers have a “double duty” to recall tradition and to open students to alternatives to the tradition. Chris Mayo employs the methods of Foucault and the perspective of Eve Sedgwick to disclose ways in which the debate over the gay and lesbian components of the proposed Rainbow curriculum for New York altered the visibility of gay and lesbian lifestyles, disturbing the “homosexual/heterosexual binary.” Zelia Gregoriou develops a performative conception of reading in her Deluezian interpretation of a Platonic dialogue, “Reading Phaedrus Like a Girl; Misfires and Rhizomes in Reading Performances.” And Gert Biesta employs the thought of Derrida in an effort to demonstrate that transmission conceptions of education are fundamentally mistaken.

A third response to the charge of educational philosophy’s irrelevance appears in the essays devoted to political, social, and educational commentary. This volume offers strong examples of educational policy analysis which insightfully wed ethical, epistemological, political, and educational understanding. Contemporary policy debates concerning the desirability of multicultural education and educational separatism are addressed in five of the featured essays in this volume. Walter Feinberg, Barbara Houston, and Kenneth Strike offer a range of reactions to the justification for multiculturalism provided by Charles Taylor in “The Politics of Recognition.” In fundamental sympathy with Taylor, Feinberg endeavors to bolster the case for multiculturalism in the face of common critiques of the movement. Also sympathetic with Taylor’s concerns, but sobered by the possibilities for divisiveness in contemporary societies, Houston describes the sort of commitment to dialogue that might maintain unity despite relations polarized along lines of class, race, and gender. Strike, while sympathetic with many of the aims of multiculturalism, argues that Taylor’s justification of multiculturalism is inadequate because Taylor is unwilling to ground his argument in a conception of respect for individuals.

The essays of Stacy Smith and Kevin McDonough address the distinct but related issue of separatist education; both authors endeavor to justify the separate education of African American youth or women in specific circumstances.

In describing these three distinct responses to the crisis in educational philosophy, I do not intend to imply that these are the only sorts of responses one finds in this volume; numerous topics of study and perspectives have not been mentioned. I only hope to lend plausibility to the suggestion that a diversity of positions allows multiple responses to the powerful arguments indicating the irrelevance and end of philosophy. By fostering the development of diverse, potentially irreconcilable,
philosophical perspectives, the field of educational philosophy appears that much stronger — that much more able to respond to the challenges of this particular juncture in history.

**THEORETICAL GULFS**

Even though the diversity within the field of educational philosophy makes the field stronger in fundamental ways, it nonetheless poses challenges to educational philosophers. Arguments arising out of one tradition often belittle the methods and perspective of other traditions. Theorists can easily be dismissed on the basis of their tradition alone. What one philosopher takes to be a prudent path leading to the improvement of education and perhaps the larger society, another philosopher may well consider mistaken, or worse yet, pernicious.

Yet, these are the challenges of philosophical discourse; fundamental — potentially unbridgeable — disagreements arise when philosophy is pursued in earnest. For the philosophical endeavor appropriately involves the intersection of disparate worldviews. People — writing from a diversity of experiences, representing sometimes conflicting interests, using a wide range of philosophical perspectives, and addressing a variety of questions — are likely to develop radically opposed philosophical perspectives. There is nothing new about fundamental disagreement. One of the featured essays in this volume — Jim McClellan’s “Theoretical and Practical Reasoning: An Intractable Dualism?” — argues that theoretical and practical reasoning may be fundamentally incompatible — at least within capitalist society. McClellan’s powerful and humorous discussion captures one dimension of disagreement that reverberates throughout philosophical discussions. Posing a dilemma is perhaps more profound than solving a problem, and McClellan’s analysis can help us understand the gulf separating many of the epistemological studies and ethical-political works in this volume. The epistemological studies often develop standards of knowing that are far different than the epistemologies implicit in the moral and political essays.

Indeed, the divisions between epistemological and ethical-political studies written within the same philosophical tradition may prove to be just as intractable as the gulfs separating enlightenment theorists from postmodernists. Consider, for example, the divergent assumptions characterizing epistemological and ethical-political studies within pragmatism — perhaps the tradition most identified with the field of educational philosophy. The engaging exchange appearing in the featured essays by Christine McCarthy and Craig Cunningham fairly represents the focus of many epistemological studies. McCarthy seeks to save pragmatism from relativism by developing a form of pragmatic realism; she articulates a realist ontology and a pragmatic epistemology in an effort to show that pragmatism can meet Harvey Siegel’s nonrelativistic standards of truth. While Cunningham is sharply critical of McCarthy’s interpretation of Dewey and her effort to wed Deweyan epistemology to a Piercean ontology, Cunningham seems largely in sympathy with McCarthy’s effort to save pragmatism from relativism.

McCarthy’s and Cunningham’s agreement on the need to avoid relativism stands in stark contrast to the epistemological assumptions implicit in papers
developing pragmatic conceptions of ethics and politics. For example, Audrey Thompson endeavors to reinterpret pragmatism from the standpoint of African American scholars, and she argues that the very heart of Dewey’s epistemology, the scientific method, needs to be reconceived if pragmatism is to be sensitive to the political aspects of experience captured in the works of authors like Carter G. Woodson and W.E.B. DuBois. Thompson apparently does not consider the pragmatic tradition to be sufficiently relativistic; she fears the scientific method codifies a set of epistemological standards congruent with the interests of the dominant Anglo group but not characteristic of the epistemological standards found among African American authors.

In his rejoinder to Thompson’s argument, Alven Neiman spends no time considering the potential relativism of Thompson’s argument (as we might surmise McCarthy or Cunningham would have). Neiman, in contrast, appears concerned that Thompson’s effort to articulate a method of political pragmatism betrays a continuing bewitchment with the objectivist claims of universalizing discourses. Neiman opposes the very task of developing philosophical methods, whether they be the traditional scientific method developed by Dewey or the political method proposed by Thompson. In short, Thompson’s position is criticized — not for asserting that epistemological standards are relative to ethnicity — but for maintaining any commitment to a method intended to produce generalizable claims.

From the perspective of some epistemologists, Thompson’s and Neiman’s comfort with relativistic positions renders their work incapable of leading to anything that might be considered “knowledge.” From the perspective of Thompson and Neiman, the work of many epistemologists operates to maintain the cultural exclusiveness and theoretical rigidity of the pragmatic tradition. While there is little reason to expect that these disparate perspectives can be reconciled, epistemological and ethical-political works are perhaps of most help to each other as a source of questions: Have ethical-political philosophers deemphasized the importance of traditional epistemological concerns, that is, determining the standards of knowledge? Have epistemologists been willing to develop criteria that remain within a particular ethnic or cultural tradition?

**ATTEMPTED SYNTHESSES**

One of the most ambitious responses to fragmentation in the field of educational philosophy appears in the form of work intended to employ two or more potentially irreconcilable perspectives — showing the value of each in the process. While the possibility of neat resolutions of divergent perspectives seems remote, these efforts at synthesis have produced powerful insights and wedded the strengths of competing traditions.

Betty Sichel’s admirable Presidential Essay, “Beyond Moral Stories,” approaches one of the most difficult philosophical divisions, that between a rule-based ethics and an ethics of care. Sichel attempts to establish the complementary character of the “thin” guides of rule-based ethics and the “thick” narratives characterizing an ethics of care. She begins with the moral import of stories but quickly questions whether “the exclusive form of moral discourse can be either thin or thick or whether
one of these must have priority.” Where stories may deepen our moral understanding of particular people and circumstances, as well as provide guidance and motivation in life, they have little power to protect an abused child, for in this latter case, we invariably invoke rules of fairness. A rule-based ethics is critical in basic concerns of justice, such as when a child’s rights must be protected. Sichel endeavors to show the respective places of a rule-based ethics and an ethics of care using a narrative, a story of a court-ordered child advocate. Guided in the most general ways by the laws, the rights of the child, and a court ruling, the advocate can only perform her role because she possesses the embodied and empathetic understanding informed by the child’s story.

A second approach towards theoretical reconciliation appears in Nicholas Burbules’s contribution to this volume, “Deconstructing ‘Difference’ and the Difference This Makes for Education.” Beginning with a neo-Habermasian view stressing the central role of dialogue, Burbules and Suzanne Rice have written essays which seek common ground with postmodern theories. Burbules here attempts to highlight the many contributions of claims to difference, while defending the legitimacy of claims to sameness. Theories of difference — whether feminist, multicultural, or postmodern — have played a critically important role in problematizing both philosophical and educational efforts to strive for homogeneity. Difference theories, he says, “shift the burden of proof onto the presumption of sameness.” While Burbules believes in the quest for common educational goals, he argues that the search will be both theoretically and pragmatically more defensible if it begins with the assumption of plurality. While granting the portrait of diversity painted in many postmodern writings, Burbules analyses a variety of claims to difference in an effort to show that such arguments commonly assume a place for sameness — that difference and sameness are two aspects of the same insight.

While the field of educational philosophy is not likely to be reunited through efforts like those of Sichel and Burbules, some agreement will be achieved, and some strong philosophy will result as competing traditions are united, compared, or juxtaposed. However, the attitude and method exemplified in these synthetic efforts serves us well. For both Sichel and Burbules start from the assumption of disagreement. Along with this assumption comes both the confidence that divergent perspectives embody important understandings and the humility needed to recognize the limitations of any one theoretical vantage point. Sichel’s and Burbules’s essays show both a sustained endeavor to sympathetically understand divergent traditions and the critical initiative needed to stake out a new position which combines strengths of the two perspectives. In works like these we can taste the fruit of fragmentation.
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